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MSc in Information Technology
I Semester
Note: Answer all the questions
MITDSC-1.1 Computational Mathematics
1. Show that the set of all non-zero real numbers R is an abelian group under the binary
operation * defined by a * b =ab/2.
2. A binary communication channel carries data as 0 or 1. Owing to noise, sometimes errors
happen. Transmitted 0 / 1 can be received as 1 / 0 with probabilities 0.06 / 0.09. Further
assume a probability of 0.45 that signal sent is 0. Determine the following probabilities.
(i)

Probability that 1 is received

(ii)

Probability that 0 is received

(iii)

Probability that 1 was transmitted given that 1 was received

(iv)

Probability that 0 was transmitted given that 0 was received

(v)

Probability of error

MITDSC-1.2 Advanced Data Structures
1.

Explain various operations performed on singly and circularly linked lists.

2.

Explain two different ways of sequential representation of a graph with an example.

MITDSC-1.3 Computational Mathematics Lab
1. Consider an urn with 10 balls inside, 7 of which are red and 3 of which are green.
Select 3 balls successively from the urn. Write the solution steps using R.
MITDSC-1.4 Advanced Data Structure Lab
1. Write a C program to insert elements in to a linked list
MITDSC-1.5 Unix System Programming
1. With a neat diagram, illustrate the architecture of UNIX.
2. Exlain the prototype of six different exec functions.

MITDSC-1.6 C Programming
1. What are the various logical and relational operators supported by C. Explain them with
proper examples.
2.

Write a C program to implement string handling functions
MITDSC-1.7 Computer Organization and Architecture
1. Discuss the different addressing modes.
2. Explain the shared memory organization used in multicore architecture.

MITDSC-1.8 Operating System
1. Describe the Services of operating system.
2. What are the necessary conditions for deadlock to occur, Explain?
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